The Spokane area is full of beautiful parks
and hiking trails, but it only takes one inconsiderate dog owner and a badly trained pet to
turn your day of fun into a disaster.

Pet-tiquette

As a dog owner, you have an additional responsibility to train your dog and teach them
pet-tiquette - simple rules that allow everyone
to enjoy the beauty of Spokane.

Owners that violate county codes,
such as breaking the leash law, are
subject to a citation and fine.
A well-trained dog and a considerate handler
set a great example of responsible ownership
to their communities, and ensure that dogs
will continue to be welcome there.

You Can Help!

You can help SCRAPS protect public safety
and ensure animal welfare by spaying and
neutering your pets. Free spay/neuter vouchers are available when you license your pet.
SCRAPS also offer free dog training classes.
www.spokanecounty.org/SCRAPS.

Behavior Tips for the
Parks and Trails

Simple Rules for Sharing the Trail
Love Them, Keep Them on a Leash

Always keep your dog on a leash. It doesn’t
matter how friendly Fido is or the fact that he
always comes when he is called: leash laws exist
for a reason.
• Not everyone is comfortable around dogs,
and dog owners must anticipate this and be
respectful.
•Studies show that dogs taken to the pet
emergency room were taken off leash within
five minutes of them being hit by a car.
•Off leash dogs may charge another animal
that is on a leash. That dog may react
viciously.
•It’s the law. All dogs must be on a leash
when they are off your property.

License and Microchip Your Dog

The proper identification is essential if you take
your dog away from home. Your dog may become startled or break away from the leash. A
license and microchip will help them find their
way back to you.

Yield the Trail

When meeting horses or people on the trail,
the dog owner must first yield the trail but also
must make sure the dog stays calm, does not
bark and makes no move toward the walker or
horses. Horses can be easily spooked by strange
dogs and your dog’s affections may not be welcome by fellow walkers.

Be Aware of Other People’s Space

Keep your leashed dog close to you and stay alert
to others using the path/park/sidewalk, etc. Your
leash should be slack but short enough to prevent
Fido from contacting or jumping on passers-by.

Dog to Dog Introductions

It is not appropriate for dogs to “play” with other
dogs while on leash. If both dogs are well-behaved
and focused on their owners, you can allow a walkby so that they can greet appropriately, sniffing
each other for five seconds. Allowing your dog to
jump all over other dogs can result in injury (to
either dog) and well as a bad reputation for dog
walkers in your area.

Scoop Your Poop!

No excuses: few things sour dog-to-human relations more than poop left where others can step in
it. Bring an excess of bags on each walk to be sure
you have enough. If you run out of bags, either
come back and clean it up or ask another walker if
they have a bag to spare.

Dog In Cold/Hot Cars

Even a minute can be too long for you to leave
your pet in a care during cold or hot weather.
Dogs are not able to sweat like humans and that
coat may not be enough to keep out the winter
weather. If you love your pets, please leave them at
home where they aresafe and comfortable.

